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1-qism: Har bir topshiriq 0,9 balldan baholanadi  

1. His house _________for the time being. Therefore, he is staying with us. 

A) is building    B) has been built      C) is being built     D) built 

2. Benazir never helps me. Perhaps she_________ if I ________ her about it but I never do it. 

A)would/asked  B)would/ask  C)would have/asked D)did/would ask 

3. During the terrible road accident one car bumped into______one. One driver was heavily injured 

and______died. All the passengers survived __________than one. 

A) another/other/another                  C) other/the other/the other 

B) another/the other/other                D) the other/other/another 

4. “What are you doing?” asks me my brother.  -My brother asks me___________ 

A)what am I doing B)what I am doing C)what was I doing  D)what I was doing 

5.  I ______ to the same barber since 1980. 

A)am going  B)have been going  C)go  D)was going 

6. It was a lovely party. We really enjoyed _________very much. 

A) us                                 B) ours  C) our                 D) ourselves 

7. Freda: "Do you know our city at all?" 

Barry: "No, it's the first time _____ here." 

A) I have been        B) I was  C) I had been  D) I am coming 

8. All the exam papers________ by the experts by next Sunday. 

A) will have checked   C) will have been checked 

B) will be checked   D) will be checking  

9. It is 13:39 

A) it is thirteen past thirty nine minutes                C) it is twenty one minutes to two 

B) it is twenty one minutes past one    D) it is thirty nine minutes to two 

10. When Parvina came home from the wedding, she could find only one earring of the pair. She then 

realized she had dropped ….on the way home. 

A) another       B)each other      C) other       D) the other  

 

2-qism: Har bir topshiriq 1,5 balldan baholanadi  

11. If our heroes like Jaloliddin Manguberdi _________ the army of the enemies, they__________ the 

whole world. 

A)didn’t stop/would conquer  C) hadn’t stopped/would have conquered 

B)hadn’t stopped/would conquer  D) didn’t stop/had conquered 

12.  Before his death last year, Professor Taylor decided that he ______ leave $200,000 to his university. 

A)can  B)would  C)may   D)shall 

13. When Dilshod wanted to sell his car, he asked his friends, but  … of them could buy his car, as it was 

very expensive.  

A) no     B) any      C) nobody      D) none  

14. - “Did you sweep the floor, Erkin?” 

-“No. It didn’t need ______ .” 

A)to clean B)to be cleaned C)cleaned  D)being cleaned 
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15. Rustam’s bicycle cost twice ______ Feruz’s. However, it isn’t always true that the more it 

costs,_______. 

A)more than/the better  C)as many as/so good  

B)as much as/the better  D)more as/the best 

16.  One problem _______ immediately is alcohol abuse. 

A)is that we must discuss   C)which must discuss 

B)that we must discuss   D)that we must discuss it 

17. Give ______ answers the phone the message. 

A)who  B)whatever  C)whoever  D)whose 

18.  Anvar, leave the door open, ______? 

A)do you   B)don’t you  C)will you  D)doesn’t he 

19. Aziz ______ English, but he doesn’t any more. 

A)used to studying  C)used to study 

B)was used to study  D)was used to studying 

20.  That’s nice dress. It _____ you perfectly. 

A)suits  B)agrees   C)matches  D)goes 

 

3-qism: Har bir topshiriq 2,6 balldan baholanadi  

21. If the new topic on model verbs …..to us properly, we……so many mistakes on it now. 

A) has been explained/don’t make   C) is going to explain/ won’t have made 

B) has been explaining/wouldn’t have made  D) had been explained/wouldn’t be making 

22.  Before leaving the house, you should _____ that all the doors and windows are locked. 

 A)assure   B)ensure  C)insure  D)reassure 

23. There were over 30, 000 _____ at the match between Uzbekistan and the UAE. 

A)viewers   B)witnesses  C)spectators  D)watchers 

24. I didn’t like my new colleagues. They were gossiping when they___________________. 

A)must have been working        C) should have been working   

B)should be working    D) must have worked 

25. Few pleasures can equal _________________ of a cool drink on a hot day. 

A) which  B) that   C) such  D) what 

26. Who is the artist who is said ________ off his own ear when he felt depressed? 

A) to cut  B) to have cut  C) that he cut  D) to be cut 

27. My friend and I saw ____ woman yesterday. She was ____ beautiful woman. 

A)a/a   B)the/the  C)the/a   D)a/the  

28.  Sardor was jealous _________ Muhammed for being brilliant _____ skiing. 

A)of/of  B)on/in  C)by/for  D)of/at  

29. I just can’t make up my _____ which course to take at college. 

A)idea  B)mind   C)opinion  D)decision 

30. Alisher Navoi, _____ have been translated into many languages, is the best known Turkic poet and 

writer abroad. 

A)some of his books   C) some of whose books 

B)that some of his books  D) some of his books which 


